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LABORATORY GtTIDE FOR THE
ROAP-MATERIALS TESTING LABORATORY.
INTRODUCTION
.
Descriptions of the laboratory tests upon road-building mater-
ials may be obtained from, many different sources, but they are all
of such a general nature that each observer is left to workout inde
pendently the details of the tests, and consequently different ex-
perimenters are likely to obtain results which are not comparable
with each other.
The purpose of this guide is to describe in minute details the
methods employed in making the tests of road-building materials at
the Road-Materials Testing Laboratory of the University of Illinois,
so that all the workers in that laboratory may have a definite des-
cription of the method to be followed in making the several tests.
It is hoped that this description ma'/ be published so that those
who use the results, or those who may wish to compare their own re-
sults with those obtained at this laboratory, may know just how the
experiments were made . Incidentally the limits of the results for
good road-building stones are stated.
Although the construction of improved roads dates back to very
ancient times, the history of the laboratory tests of road materials
is quite young, so that many of the tests are passing through a
transition stage and ultimately may be entirely abandoned. The
scientific study of road materials was begun about the middle of
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the last century. The French were the first to make a syst ematic
study of road materials and of road construe tin n . Beginning in
1665 they studied very carefully stone roads to determine the wear-
ing values of different kinds of stone, the relation between the
wear and the amount of traffic, the effect of the weather, and the
effect of the various foundations on different soils. These obser-
vations were made on the material in the road, and were of great
value in choosing stone for subsequent road construction. Neces-
sarily the observations required considerable time and were very
expensive. Some preliminary laboratory tests were made along with
the field observations, and the comparison of the two proved the
value of the former, the laboratory tests requiring shorter time
and smaller expense to determine the road-building qualities of the
stone. The chief advantage of the laboratory tests was that they
made it possible to determine beforehand some of the most important
road-building qualities of the stone.
The first ro ad-mat erial testing laboratory was established in
1878 by the French Commission of National Roads in which mechanical
tests of road materials were made with machines especially designed
for that purpose. These machines were on exhibition during that
year at the Paris Exposition. Tests of road materials were first
made in this country by the Massachusetts Highway Commission when
it established its road laboratory in 1893. Since then laborato-
ries have been established by the 1'arylard Geological Survey, by
the United States Department of Agriculture, and also by several
universities throughout the United States.

The Road-Katerials Testing Laboratory of the University of Ill-
inois was established December 8, 1903, by an act of the Board of
Trustees. Although the testing machines had been on hand for some
time, for lack of room they were not used until January, 1906. The
machines were first set up in a basement room of the Electrical
Building, hut were moved in September, 1906, to the north bay of
the Steam Laboratory. It was not until December, 1906, however that
the Road Laboratory was fully equiped for making the complete me-
chanical tests of road-building materials. The Road Laboratory
was established for the purpose of investigating the road building
materials of the state and to determine if possible new methods of
making tests which wilD represent more accurately the actions which
materials undergo when used in roads.
The laboratory equipment is about the same as that of the lab-
oratory of the Office of Public Roads of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and consists' of scales and balances, abrasion
and impact machines, stone crusher, ball mill, hydraulic press, core
drill, polishing disc, and brick rattlers. The power is supplied
by one 2-H.P. and one 10-H.P. induction motor. The equipment and
its arrangement is shown in Plates I, II, III, and IV, see pages 34-40
at the end of this volume.
The materials upon which tests are made are the various kinds
of stone, gravel, paving brick, wood block, and asphalt. This lab-
oratory does not make tests of asphalt, and as yet there is no rec-
ognized test for wood paving blocks; however references to the a-
vailable literature on these subjects may be found in the biblio-
graphy at the close of this volume. The description of .the tests
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will be divided into Part I, Tests of Broken Stone; Part IT, Tests
of travel; and Part III, Tests of Paving Prick.

"J"
Part I.
TESTS OF BROKEN STOKE.
To judge of the road-building qualities of a stone, tests are
made to determine its resistance to abrasion, its hardness, its
toughness, its cementing qualities, its specific gravity, and its
absorbing power. The abrasion and the cementation tests are con-
sidered to be the most important of the above tests.
Most of the laboratory tests of road building materials are of
an empirical nature, and are of value only in giving comparative re-
sults. Whether or not a stone will n;ive good results when used in
a road may be determined by comparing the results of its laboratory
tests with the same tests on a similar stone whose qualities have
been established by actual use in road construction.
It is not possible to specify the test requirements for a good
road-building stone which will answer all purposes, since varying
volumes and character of traffic and climatic conditions as well as
the cost of available material are factors to be considered in the
choice of a stone. Uo broken stone is suitable for roads carrying
the heaviest traffic, as city streets, which must have surfaces
paved with stone, brick, or wood block or with asphalt. A road
whick takes heavy highway or suburban traffic requires stone of the
highest hardness, toughness, and wearing qualities; on the other
hard for country roads of light traffic a comparatively soft stone
of medium toughness is bettor. Wind and rain remove stone dust
from the surface of the road so that for the best results that stone
should be chosen which will wear sufficiently to supply the defici-
ency in the amount of stone dust. Stores w^i ch have the higher re-
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cementing values require less wear to supply the risjht quantity of
binding material.
Abrasion Te3t.*
The abrasion test is made for the purpose of determining the
ability of a material to resist the wear of traffic. It is made
with the Deval machine which consists of a set of two or four cast-
iron cylinders 20 cm. in diameter and 34 cm. deep closed at one end
and having a tight fitting iron cover at the other. These cylin-
ders are mounted on a bent horizontal shaft in such a way that the
axis of the cylinders make angles of 3 n degrees with the axis of
rotation of the shaft. The machine is shown in the left back-
! ground of Plate I.
The stone to be tented is broken into sizes as nearly uniform
as possible so that the pieces will pass through a 2 1/2 inch ring
but will not pass through a 1 1/4 inch ring. These pieces are
cleansed and dried, and then about 50 of them weighing within 10
grams of 5000 grams are carefully weighed and placed in a cylinder
of the abrasion machine. The rotation of the shaft causes the
pieces of stone to be thrown from end to end of t?ie cylinder thus
causing them to be worn away. The cylinders are caused to rotate
at the rate of 30 to 33 revolutions per minute, and at the end of
10,000 revolutions the stone is removed, and all of the pieces above
1/16 inch diameter are washed, dried, and weighed. The la^er sub-
*The abrasion test as described here has been adopted by the
American Society for Testing Materials, 3ee the report of the
seventh annual meeting of that Society.
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tracted from the original weight gives the amount of detritus, and
the percentage of the detritus represents the per cent of wear of
the stone.
The French express the wear by a coefficient derived in the
following manner: After having made tests of many different kinds
of stone it was found that only the best varities gave less than
two per cent of powder under 1/16 inch", and hence the number 20 was
adopted as the standard of excellence and the equation was written
Coefficient of Wear = 20 x ~ =
-=~r
in which W is the weight in grams of the detritus per 1000 grams of
the stone used.
The per cent of wear and the French coefficient are both used
by various experimenters, but the results obtained from the equation
of the French coefficient are open to the objection noted on pa^e 12
The record of an abrasion test is shown in Table I, page
8. The subdivision of the pieces remaining after the test into
the parts (1) and (2) has been used heretofore for the purpose of
determining the toughness of a stone, and is still maintained al-
though another method is now used in determining the toughness.
L
r
ot many kinds of stone wear more than 20 per cent when tested
in the abrasion machine, while the best road-building stones do not
wear as much as 10 per cent.
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TABLE I.
RECORD OP AN ABRASION TEST.
! ! !
Sample No.^'. ..I Material ! Material after Test. !
! "before ! !
! ^est ! ! ! !
Date tested ! (a) ! (1) I (2) ! (3) !
! U -i -U - I
! r£z - l~ ! uver — ' i — - — " ! under # « t
,
I
2 4 j 10 j 10 16 j 16 j
i 4- 4. 1~- ; ;
I ! ! ! ! _ !
!Weight, grains ! ^Qo/-/ % ,\ , <%7&0<o. \ .!. . 2.^f>T. . . !
I j ! j j i
'.Number Pieces ! . ,&<P . . !. . S5
"9
. . ! . . . ! !
I ; —
-
1 —I I !
i
1
! French coefficient of wear 77^. . Per cent of wear i5'-!3. . !
i
!
INOTE: (3) = (a) - (1) - (2) !
4. - -4
i
1
! Calculations. !
! Per cent of wear = - , = 0.02 (3)* !
! !
t i
! French coefficient = -i^, where W = ( 5 )* !
i V/ (a)
!
! i
,
_
400
_
40 400
_
40 j
! (1) 10 x .02 (3) 10 x p.c. p.c. !
! 5 !
! 1
! !
! Per cent of Wear = . . 2.^ 7 * Vs"; !
! i
! French Coefficient of Wear = 4**/.'s:./J?*V* 7' 79. !
4. I
*It is sufficiently exact to call (a) 5000 in this equation.
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Hardness Test.
Hardness is defined as "the resistance which a material offers
to the displacement of its particles "by friction". The test is
made with the Porrey machine which consists essentially of a cast-
iron grinding disc ahout 80 cm. in diameter mounted so as to rotate
in a horizontal plane. It is shown in the center of Plate II.
Clamps are arranged so that two specimens can he held against the
disc at distances of 26 cm. from its center. A specimen consists
of a cylindrical core 25 mm. in diameter cut hy means of a diamond
drill. A common drill press fitted with a diamond drill is shown
in the center of Plate I. The specimen is weighed and its length
determined, and then it is placed in the machine so that one of its
ends rests upon the disc, and it is weighted in such a way that the
pressure on the wearing end is 250 grams per square centimeter.
The disc is caused to rotate through 1000 revolutions at the rate
of 2ono revolutions per hour, and during that time there is fed
upon the disc one liter of crushed quartzite rock, screened to a
size "between one and two millimeters, with enough water to keep
the quartzite wet. At the end of 10O0 revolutions the cores are
removed from the machine and again weighed and measured. Next the
cores are turned other end down in the machine and the above oper-
ations are repeated. After the grinding has been completed the
avira"2 amount of wear per 1000 revolutions is determined for each
specimen. This wear in millimeters of length subtracted from 20
gives the coefficient of hardness which was used until recently hy
the Office of Puhlic Roads of the United States Department of Agri-
culture. The Office of Puhlic Roads used this coefficient so that
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their results could he compared with the French tests, "but the form
of the equation was very unsatisfactory because many of the results
were negative ones. The equation: H = 100 - mm., where mm. is
the loss of length in millimeters, would have been a better one,
because the coefficients would then be positive for all stones like-
I3/ to be used in road construction.
The writer has attempted to devise a more appropriate equation
to represent the hardness, and in doin^; so constructed Table II,
page 11, which ^ives a comparison of the hardness coefficients as
determined by various equations. The comparative hardnesses of
stones can be determined quite readily from their losses in length,
but these losses can not be used as coefficients, because the coef-
ficients should increase directly with the hardness.
The Kohs scale (see pas;e 43 ) is the one most commonly used by
^eolo.^ists in determining the hardnesses of stones, but it is not a
practical scale to use in determining the harnesses of road-build-
ing stones, because it will not distinguish between stones of a-
bout the same decree of hardness.
The equation: H = 8.5 t'V/™i. gives coefficients which in
many instances are about the same as those found by the Mohs scale",
while in other instances the results disagree very much, as is the
case with the sandstone shown in the table which has a very loose
structure although composed of quartzite grains. This sandstone
is shown to have a hardness of 0.55 as determined by the equation
under consideration, but probably would show ahardness of 7 if test-
ed by the Mohs scale. An equation can not be derived that will
make the results found by means of the Porrey machine a^rea even
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approximately with the Mohs scale, therefore it is not advisable to
use the above equation in an attempt of that kind.
The equation: H = 1 -r mm. is a very simple one which gives
positive valu3s that increase directly with the hardness. A modi-
fication of the same equation: H = 100 $ mm. gives values between
one and one hundred for all stones which are likely to be used in
road construction.
The average weight of one millimeter's length of cor33 is about
1.25 grams; so that results equivalent to those found by the formu-
la: H . = 100 t mm. can be obtained by using the equation H =
" -L s- i^j Where Y/ is the loss in grams per 1000 revolutions.
The results of course are not exactly the same on account of the va-
riations in the absorptions and in the densities of the stones.
The forms of the curves represented by the equations: TT = ino -
mm., H = 8.5 -r vmm« i and II = 100 ~ mm. are shown on Plate V.
Since making the above attempt to find an equation for the
hardness test, there has come to the hands of the writer an article:
"Notes on the Hardness and Abrasion Tests of Road Materials" by P.
L. Wonneley, in the Proceedings of the Ninth Meeting of the Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials, in which attention was called to
the fact that in getting the averages of test results nothing but a
Straight line formula will give correct results; because otherwise
the avsrages of the coefficients will not agree with the averages
of the different amounts of wear. This criticism applies to the
equation: H = 100
-f mm., and also to the equation for the French
coefficient of wear used in connection with the abrasion test.
The article referred to also shows that the Office of Public
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Roads is now using the following equation for hardness:
H = 20
-
1,
in which w" in trains is the loss in weight per 1000 revolutions.
This equation lias an advantage over their earlier one in that the
coefficient does not become negative until the "fear has become 60
grams. The earlier equation gave a negative quantity for a wear
of 20 mm. or approximately 25 grams. The new equation also is
open to the criticism that the results depends upon the variation
in the specific gravity and the amount of absorption of the stone,
as well as upon the wear itself.
The writer much prefers as a straight line equation for the
hardness: H = 100 - mm.; but since the Office of Public Roads is
now using the equation:
W
H = 20 - *
,
it will be used hereafter at this laboratory. It is represented
graphically on Plate V. According to this formula good road-build-
ing 3tonas should have coefficients of hardness of more than 14.
The form of notes used in making the hardness test is shown in
Table III, page 14.
Toughn e 3 s Test.
Toughness is defined as "the power of a mat3rial to resist rup-
ture caused by impact". It is made by placing a test specimen un-
d^r the hammer of an impact machine which is somewhat like but
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3?ABLE III.
RECORD OP A HARDNESS TEST.
! ! !
Sample ITo .3$ . .! "A" End ! "3 " End !
! 1- - -- -—
I
Date tested ! ! ! ! !
! Weight,! Length, ! Weight, ! Length, !/Z-2.j-/9o^
( grams i mLm t Trains . ! nun. !
. ; 1 1 1 4.
Initial \.8*:zc> \ I .7?'?°. I . . ^/ 6. . . . I
Pinal 1. 73-90 { ^6.6 g [ .6 3.70 # [ # # 48:&. \
Loss !. 'tP*f* I . . I . 1 . . , 7:8 . . . . !
i 4- 4- ; !
i i t
Jfo. Revolutions.!. . . . . I . . . . 'f*? !
Hardness ....!.. ... 1 ... . ^*/f ....... 1
4- + I
Average hardness. . ..' !
t
i
;
Calculations. !
!
Lengths !
iti VtI sm^s.
;
63. o <r6. a 3.4-7 3 3 7 ,
64.^ 3-6.6 4-8.0
|
!
;
/
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larger than the one shown in Plate VI. The specifications for this
test adopted "by the American Society for Testing Materials (see the
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Meeting) is as follows:
"1.- Test pieces may "be either cylinders of cubes, 25 mm. in
diameter and 25 mm. in height, cut perpendicular to the clevage of
the rock. Cylinders are recommended as they are cheaper and more
easily made.
"2.- The testing machine should consist of an anvil of 50 kgs.
weight, and placed on a concrete foundation. The hammer shall be
of 2 k^s. weight, and dropped on an intervening plunger of 1 kg.
weight which rests on the test piece. The lower or "bearing sur-
face of this plunger shall "be of spherical shape, having a radius
of 8 cm. This plunger shall be made of hardened steel, and press-
ed firmly upon the test piece by suitable springs. The test piece
should be adjusted so that the
.
center of its upper surface is tang-
ent to the spherical end of the plunger.
"3.- The test should consist of a 1 cm. fall of the hammer for
the first "blow, and an increased fall of 1 cm. for each succeeding
blow until failure of the test piece occurs. The number of blows
necessary bo destroy the test piece is used to represent the tough-
ness."
A specimen from a good stone should not break with less than
five blows.
No form of notes is required for this test.
Cementation Test.
^he dust which wears from the stone used Ln the construction
of broken stone ro-ds has been found to play a very important part
in the maintenance of the road on account of the cementing or bind-
ing power of this dust. The dust holds in place the stones which
form the surface of the road and also aids in producting a smooth
surface. The cementing action of the dust is produced under the
action of water which causes a decomposition in the form of a soft,
more or less adherent films on the surface of the particles. On
drying out these adherent films lock the particles together. Ex-
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cept for the cementing power of the stone dust, stone roads would
"ravel", that is the material would he easily displaced hy traffic,
new broken stone roads require the addition of stone screenings to
act as the binding; material, hut after the road has been in use for
some time the binding material is supplied by the wear of the stone
in the upper surface of the road. Those stones which show very
low recementing values make a poor material for a road surface.
The cementation test is made for the purpose of determining the re-
cementating values of stone, and although the results obtained are
very variable the test is considered an important one.
The cementation test is made as- follows: The stone to be
tested is past through a crusher and broken into pieces varying in
size from one to five millimeters.
.
500 to 1000 o-rams of this ma-
terial is then placed in the ball mill shown in Plate VII which
consists of a cast-iron shell mounted on a horizontal shaft and
having two 11 l/3 kg. balls (this laboratory is using 8 1/2 kg.
balls at the present time} in the shell running one behind the other
in such a way that the material placed in the mill is pulverized by
the balls. The material is ground in this way during the time
that the shell is turned through 5000 revolutions at the rate of
2000 revolutions per hour. After the grinding has been completed
the material is removed from the mill and mixed with about 180 cc.
of distilled water per 1000 grams of stone dust, for a period of
10 minutes. The mixture is then placed in a tightly closed jar
and allowed to stand 24 hours. Up to the present time this labor-
atory has used, a 12-hour period, but experiments show that for some
kinds of stone it is important that the wet material be left in the
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jar at least 24 hours. It is also important that tha time and the
amount of mixing of the dust with water be kept constant. At the
close of the 24-hour period the material is moulded into briquettes
25 mm. in diameter and 25mm. long. These briquettes are made by
placing the material in a steel die and compressing it with a plun-
ger which is forced into the die by a hydraulic pressure of 100 kgs.
;
per square centimeter. The press used is shown in the left back-
ground of Plate III. The valves of this press should be regulated
30 that the full pressure will be applied in one minute. Five
briquettes constitute a set, and after they have been made they are
allowed to dry in the air for 17 hours, and then are placed in an
oven heated to 100 degrees Centigrade and dried for 7 hours. The
- briquettes are then removed from the oven and placed in a desicca-
tor to cool. After they have cooled they are placed under a flat-
end plunger of one kilogram weight which receives the impact of a
one kilogram hammer having a one centimeter fall. The briquettes
are held in place under the plunger by placing a drop of thick
shellac on the lower end of the briquettes. The impact apparatus
is shown in Plate VI. It has a small motor at the top for rais-
ing the hammer, and an indicator drum at the bottom upon which an
automatic record is made of the blows received by the test piece.
The average number of blows required to braak the five briquettes
represents the cementing power of the stone dust.
A copy of the indicator record of a "briquette is shown below.
V
I ii i 1 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1 1 i i i i 1 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i h-rrnnj
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Thers are two points of failure on the above diagram, one the in-
itial failure at X and the other the final failure at Y. The writ-
er has comparad a lar?e number of tests made on various limestones
and has found that the variations in the points of final failure
were on the average but slightly greater than the variations in the
points of initial failure, while the ratio of the variations in the
final point to the total number of blows was a great deal less.
The average final point of failure has been found to show some in-
terest ing things by way of comparison and therefore are made a mat-
ter of record.
In the test as just described, the material was ground dry in
the ball mill, but the cementation test is also made upon wet-ground
material. The wet-ground material is prepared by adding water to
the crushed rock when it is placed in the mill, the amount of water
bein^ the same as that used in mixing the dry-ground material.
When the material is removed from the ball mill it is immediately
made into briquettes. Prom this point the briquettes are handled
in the same way as those made from the dry-ground material. Bri-
quettes made from wet-ground material are usually much stronger
than those made from the dry-ground material. This fact shows
the advantage of thoroughly sprinkling stone roads when rolling
them during the building process.
A cementation value of 10 is considered low, 20 fair, 40 -rood,
and all values above 50 are considered excellent.
The time schedule which should be followed in making the ce-
mentation test is shown below.
DRY-GRIND TEST. First day .- Grind the material in the ball
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mill in the forenoon, Kix the powder with water at 3:00 p. m. , and
allow it to stand in a tightly closed jar until 3:00 p. m. next day.
Second day*- At 3:00 p. m. mould the material into briquettes,
and allow them to stand in air until 8:00 a. m. next day.
Third day *- At 8:00 a. m. put the briquettes in the oven. At
3:00 remove the briquettes from the oven and place in the desiccator
to cool. When cool test then: in the impact machine.
WET-GRIND TEST. First day .- Put the material in the ball mill
at 1:30 p.m., and then run the ball mill 5000 involutions. At 4:00
p. m. mould the ground material into briquettes, and allow them to
3tand in air until 9:00 a. m. next day.
Second day .- At 9:00 a. m. put the briquettes into the oven.
At 4:00 remove the briquettes from the oven and place them in the
desiccator to cool. When cool test them in the impact machine.
Specific Gravity and Absorption Test.
The specific gravity of a stone is determined for the purpose
of obtaining its weight per cubic foot. The amount of water ab-
sorbed gives some indication of what the action of the weather will
be upon the stone, but as a matter of fact this action is usually
small on stones which are likely to be used in road construction.
Trie specific gravity and absorption tests are made by choos-
ing two small specimens weighing from 10 to 15 grains each from the
sample of stone, and then drying and carefully weighing each on a
fine ballance in air and also suspended in a beaker of distilled
water. The specimens are allowed to remain in water for 96 hours,
after which they are again suspended from an arm of the fine balance
into the beaker of water and weighed,* From the weights in air and
the weights in water the specific gravities and hence the weights
per cubic foot of the stone is computed. From the first and the
last weights in water the number of pounds of water absorbed per
cubic foot of the stone is computed. The data thus obtained ?ive
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two values each for the specific gravity, the weight per cuMc foot,
and the absorption, one being used as a check on the other.
The equation used in making the calculations referred to above
are derived in the following manner:
Let-
a = weight of the specimen in air, in o-rains.
Ab3.= weight of water absorbed per cubic foot of stone, in pounds,
c = weight of one cubic centimeter of water having the temperature
of the water used in the test, in grams.
C = weight of one cubic foot of ssrater having the temperature of
the water used in the test, in pounds.
1 = loss of weight of the specimen in water, in grams,
m = weight of one cubic centimeter of water at its greatest density
in grains.
M = weight of one cubic foot of water at its greatest density, in
pounds.
s = weight of the water absorbed by the specimen, in grams.
Sp. Gr. « specific gravity of the specimen.
v = volume of the specimen, in cu. cm.
w = weight of the specimen in water, in grams.
wf,g = weight of the specimen in water after bein~ in water 96 hours,
in grams.
VI t. - weight per cubic foot of the specimen, in pounds.
Then-
1 = a - w,
s = wg6 - w,
1
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Sp. Gr. = —- = x — = % approximately.
vtji 1ml
Values of ~ may be obtained from Table IV.
TABLE IV.
DENSITIES OE WATER AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES .
*
II j i !
Temperature! _c '.Temperature! _c ! Temperature ! _c
! 0° 10.999878! 14° |0. 999297! 20° '.0.998272
! 4 11.000000! 15 10.999154! 21 10.998065
! 5 JO. 999992! 16 '.0.999004! 22 10.997849
! ! ! 11 !
! 10 10.999739! . 17 ! 0.998839! 23 ! 0.997623
! I ! ! !
'.
! 12 10.9995441 18 !0.998663! 25 !0. 997140
! ! ! I I !
! 13 10.999430! 19 '.0.998475! 30 10.99577
! + --4--- I ;
but c = "kC and m = kM
wt. = = 2& = C x approximate Sp. Or.
IkM 1
Eor values of C see Table V, and for values of c sea Table VI.
The ratio of the volume of water absorbed to the volume of the
stone is s y 1. Then
Abs. = sC.
1
*See Ames' Physics, pa^e 141
.

<~J n
—Da-
table v.
WEIGHT op DISTILLED WATER IN POT7NP8 PER CTT3IC FOOT.*
! ! ! ! I
! Temperature ! Weight ! Temperature ! Weight !
! Fahrenheit ! C ! Fahrenheit ! C !
32° ! 62.42 ! 70° ! 62.30 !
39.3 ! 62.424 ! 75 ! 62.26 !
55 ! 62.39 ! 80 ! 62.22 !
60 ! 62.37 ! 85 ! 62.17 !
I 1 ! !
65 ! 62.34 ! 90 ! 62.12 !
TABLE VI.
WEIGHT OF DISTILLED WATER ITS GRAMS PER CTTBIC CENTIMETER.
f
! ! ! ! ! ! !
'.Temperature ! Weight ! Temperature ! Weight ! Temperature ! Weight !
'.Centigrade '. c ! Centigrade ! o ! Centigrade ! c !
! ' '. ! ! J
0°
'. .99984*! 16° ! .99894 ! 25° ! e99703 !
! ! ! '. ! !
4 ! .99996 '. 17 ! 77 ! 30 ! .99563 3
! ! ! ! ! !
5 ! 95 ! 18 ! 59 ! 35 !
t j i I II
10 ! 69 ! 19 ! 40 I ' 40 I '.
! ! ! '. ! !
12 49 ! 20 ! 19 ! • 45 ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
13 ! 37 ! 21 ! .99 798 ! 50 ! !
! ! ! ! 11
14 ! 24 ! 22 1 76 ! 60 ! I
! I ! ! ! !
15 ! 09 ! 23 ! 52 ! 100 ! !
*See Llerriman's Hydraulics, pa.^a 6.
fSee Y7atson's Physics, pa<*e 167.
^Approximate values for the weights in Tahle VI may he computed
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TABLE VII.
RECORD OF A SPECIFIC GRAVITY AMD ABSORPTION TEST
.
j
Swr.pl e Ho. J§ . ! Specimens
i
• • ! Avar-
Pa te tested ^-f-3 -'?^. ! A ! E ! age
_ I L -
1 ! !
! Weight in air, scrams . . . I . 3: 7/P . I <3 '/ 6/ . I . . .1
I ! ! 1
! Weight in water, grams I ,^:^^r . I , s\ 72. 9 . I . . .
!
I I ! ! I
! Weierht after 96 hours in water, gramsi . \ . g \ 7*8 . I . . .
!
I ! ! ! !
1 Loss of weight in water, grams ... I . 3 : 2f9 . i .^-.-^?2. I ... I
I I I
Amount of water absorbed, grams. . . I .°:°ZS. I . °:°{9 . I . . .
! ! !
Specific gravitjr i. 2.9^ m \ % 2--?7 t \ 9Z.p6
i
I j
Absorption, pounds per cubic foot. . I . °: s? . I . Q'2-^ . 1 £*37 .
j I 1
Weight, pounds per cubic foot. . . . I /#J.8. , t /B3.7 § ,
Calculations. !
For specimen A- !
s
Sp. Gr. = ?'.7/?T l?*?^.**?^
i
wt . = ,2 \9^ ? T i ?? . . i
I — ----- 1 1-1- * ---1-1-1-1-1-1-1- 1-1-1 1
An example of the notes and calculations for a specific gravity
and absorption test is shown in Table VTI
.
by this equation: c = 0.99996 - 0.0OO01233 (T " 4^ + - ^ T " il
0.99996 - 0.0O00O667(T2 - 7T + 12).
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Part II.
TESTS 03? GRAVEL.
The tests made upon gravel are the determination of its weight
per cubic foot, the percentage of voids, the percentages of the dif-
ferent sizes of stones, the amount of clay, or other matter that can
be readily removed by washing, and the determination of the cement-
ing values of the gravel. The abrasion test is sometimes, but not
often, made.
Specific Gravity and Percentage of Voids.
^he specific gravity and the percentage of voids of gravel are
found in the following manner: Definite weights of water and dried
gravel are placed in separate vessels; and then a half-gallon fruit
jar whose water capacity has baen accurately determined, is partial-
ly, filled with the water and the gravel is gradually added, care be-
ing taken to keep the surface of the water in the jar just above the
surface of the gravel during the filling process to avoid the lodg-
ing of air bubbles in the gravel. The jar is jolted from time to
time to cause the gravel particles to settle closely together. The
weight of the water and gravel remaining in the two vessels subtrac-
ted from the original quantities respectively give the amounts of
each in the jar. The ratio of the water in the jar to the water
capacity of the jar gives the percentage of voids. The ratio of
the weight of the gravel in the jar to the water capacity of the jar
gives the specific gravity of the gravel, from which its weight per
cubic foot can be computed. The specific gravity found is for the
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material itself with the voids excluded, but the weight per cubic
foot is for the dry gravel with the voids included.
The calculation of the quantities referred to above is made as
follows, all weights being in grams except the weight per cubic foot
of the gravel which is in pounds:
Let-
g = first v/eight of gravel in the auxilliary vessel.
g' = weight of gravel remaining in the auxilliary vessel
.
G = g - g
1
= weight of the gravel required, to fill the jar.
•J = weight of the jar.
P. V. = percentage of voids.
Sp . C-r. = specific gravity of the solid material,
v - first weight of water in the auxilliary vessel.
v 1 = weight of water remaining in the auxilliary vessel.
V = v - v ' = weight of water required to fil'.l the voids in the jar
of crravel
.
W = weight of water required to fill the jar.
Wt. = weight in pounds per cubic foot of the gravel.
Then-
¥
Sp. (Jr. = —
•and Wt. = ~ x 62.3 5*
The weight of the filled jar should check with the sum:
J + (J + V.
The record of the tests described above is shown in Table VIII,
*An average value, see ^able V. "
—
—
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TABLE VIII.
RECORD OP A TEST FOR DETERMINING
THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND THE PERCENTAGE VOIDS.
Sanipl e ilo. . Z-2 . . .
Date tested. zr'?-7'e?1 .
i
I
i
!
i
Weight, !
grams
.
! !
Weight of fruit jar (used in checking) •. . . ^7$*? . .
V/ei^ht of water required to fill jar j. . /^.^f**? . .
Weicrht of gravel in separate vessel ! . .^P^'. . . .
Weight of water in separate vessel j. . .^P .' .
Weight of <rrav3l rensainin.?; in vessel
Weight of water rerrairin.q; in vessel. .... !
1 Weight of filled jar ^C 1 . .4f . : .
'
-
r-X- - - {
-
Gravel required 'to fil] jar I . J5 ^. 5 ?'?
Water required to fill voids in jar of travel. I . . 2£~f>'4-
Adding separate quantities (»T + G + V) . . . .
Percentage of voids • . . . . . . '
i i
Specific gravity z.'?f . .
Weight, pounds per cubic foot . . . . . . .
I t
j
Calculations. •
P. V. = . ^ z f j-///^ = 3 §
! Sp. Gr. * ? 6.33.- 3. t {{*{*72.9€mdt')* f'7^1
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Variation of the Sizes.
The variation of fcha sizes of gravel particles and the amount
of material in suspension is determined a3 follows: Enough dry
gravel is weighed out and added to the travel used in the test de-
scribed above to make 5000 grams. This gravel is then thoroughly
washed, dried, and weighed. The loss of weight thus found indi-
cates the amount of suspended material in the 5000 grams of travel
.
The washed material is screened with sisves having openings of the
following diameters: 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, and l/32 inches,
and also with a standard No. inn cement sieve. The amount of ma-
terial retained on each sieve and that passing the 10n-rnesh sieve
is then determined and the several percentages computed. The per-
centages equal the weights in grams multiplied "by r».02. An example
of the determination of sizes is shown by Table IX
,
page 28.
Cementation Test.
The cementation tests of gravel are made in the same way as
those for stone, the material being used as it comes from the pit.
The test is sometimes made with washed material.
Travel in a road is held in place by the binding action of
some foreign substance or by the du3t worn from the gravel. ^he
binding action is also assisted by having the material so graduated
in size that the voids are a minimum. The binding material in
gravel may consist of clay, loam, sand, stone dust, iron oxide, etc.
Clay is by far the most common binding material found in gravel,
and a cementation test of clay alone shows it to have ususuall y high
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TABLE IX.
RECORD. OF A SIEVE ANALYSIS
Bate tested 2 —
...
!
Sizes
.
!
1 drains.
-1
! Per Cent.
'I
!
i o. o a. o
!
1
" -
i /2 "
\ 9/2-/
//• 3
!
1/4" - 1/8" t /77
4>./
!
!
?
. !
!
!
. i
i S>.4-
i /zze.3
//3.2
Suspended material = 50no -&77P'Pt • • • • • * • 4.4
j 4398.2.
j
r
cementing qualities; but it does not make a good binding material
because its binding qualities depend too much on the conditions of
the .veather. Loam as a binding material has the same defects as
clay. Finely divided silica sometimes found in gravels makes a
very good cementing material. Iron oxide is often found as a coat-
ing on the pebbles, and has a very high cementing action. Clean
>
flinty gravels do not make good roads unless some material is added
*7his value would be 5000 if there were no error in making the
determinations. The error is distributed proportionally to the
various percentages so that the sum of the percentages will be 100.
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as a binder; but ferruginous and other gravels containing ingredi-
ents which when ground to a powder under the action of traffic have
high cementing powers, make excellent roads.
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Part IV.
TESTS OP PAVING BRICK.
The paving brick tests universally used are those prescribed
"by the National Brick Makers Association commonly known as the rat-
tler and the absorption tests. The rattler test is considered of
much greater importance than the absorption test, and is of value
in determining the wearing values of bricks. The absorption test
is made chiefly for the purpose of determining the uniformity of
any particular make of brick. The transverse strength of brick is
sometimes but not often determined.
The Laboratory is equiped with both the standard and the Tal-
bot-Jones rattlers. A few tests have been made with the Talbot-
Jones rattler, but up to the present time the results obtained, have
not been of sufficient value to give this rattler a place as a rec-
ognized apparatus for making brick tests. However it has some
features which recommend it, one of these being the fact that the
bricks receive the abrasive action more nearly as they do in an act-
ual pavements than is true of the bricks tested in the standard rat-
tler.
The N. B. M. A. standard, rattler consists of a cast-steel bar-
rel having compartments clear of obstructions 28 inches in diameter
and 20 inches long. "These compartments have plane ends, and sides
composed of 14 flat cast-steel bars with 1/4 inch spaces between
them to permit the brick dust to escape.
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Standard Rattler Test.*
The rattler test is made by placing a charge of "brick and iron
shot in a compartment of the rattler, and then causing the barrel
of the rattler to revolve at the rate of 28 to 30 revolutions per
minute. mhe charge of brick consists of enough paving brick to
fill 8 per cent of the compartment which requires a little less thar
1000 cubic inches of material (about 12 paving- brick or 9 paving
blocks) . The bricks are carefully dried and weighed before being
placed in the rattler. The charge of cast iron consists of 225
pounds of 1 1/2 inch cast-iron cubes weighing about 7/8 pound each,
and 75 pounds of 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 4 l/2 inch cast-iron blocks with
edges rounded to a 1/4-inch radius weighing about 7 1/2 pounds each.
All shot are made of machinery cast iron. At the end of 1800 rev-
olutions the bricks are removed from the rattler and again weighed.
All pieces weighing 1/2 pound or more are included with the bricks
while all smaller pieces are considered a part of the material lost
by wear. The 1-oss of weight, in per cent, gives the value which
is used tn express the wearing value of the brick. As a check on
the work the tests are always duplicated. It is commonly speci-
fied that paving brick should not show more than 18 per cent of
wear
.
A form of notes for this test is shown by ^able 7, page 32.
*Specifications for this test rr.ay be found in taker's Road3
and Pavements, page 482.

TABLE X.
TEST OF PAVING BRICK
Test of Paving Brick made for^.'C./ysrt^c/p^ C/'/y. jg/Tg/rj. C/ro^^Gt/gA?^ /// . . .
.
Name of Brick. We.sfe.r/7. . F&.v.e.r. .(/feyy s??c?A<z-). fro/77. . P.^.r7yJJJ.e^. .///
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
SAMPLE NO. BREADTH
ins.
DEPTH
ins.
LENGTH OP
SPAN
ins.
BREAKING
LOAD
lbs.
MODULUS OF
RUPTURE
lbs. per sq. in.
REMARKS
d
3 4-S
3.*S
6.00
6.00
/0 OOO
/Z 03S /S>4-8
/796
N. B. M. A. STANDARD RATTLER TEST
SAMPLE NO.
WEIGHT LOSS Duration
of Test
min.
Total No.
of Revolu-
tions
REMARKS
2. -/<£ - /906Before Testkilo After Testkilo Kilo Per Cent
*
3
315-1
37.17
31 Zl
30.54- 7.Z3
J&.93
J3. JO
/800
/a 00
/3-OZ
ABSORPTION AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SAMPLE NO.
WEIGHT WATER ABSORBED Time
Immersed
hrs.
WEIGHT SPECTFIC REMARKSDry
kilo
Wet
kilo
Weight
kilo Per Cent In Water
GRAVITY
3.92S
3-545
4-.OZ0
3.685
/>7<2<
O.OS5
O./4-O
C?f7
2.4-Z
3.35
•
3,13
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Correct:
URBANA, 190 Approved:
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Ab sorption Test.
The absorption test is made by choosing two "bricks which have
been used in making the rattler test, thus having the glazed surface
removed, and carefully weighing them. They are then placed in wa-
ter and allowed to remain for 48 hours, after which they are re-
moved, wiped dry, and again weighed. The percentage of incrase
in weight is determined, and the amount of absorption is expressed
in per cent.
A form of notes for the above test is shown by Tahla X, pa^e 32
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APPENDIX
.
The tables and other data recorded "below are given here for
convenience of reference.
TABLE XI.
METRIC COKVERSIOH TABLE.
! Metric to TT. S. Measure ! IT, S. to Metric Measure.
1 ffram = 0.03527 ounce ! 1 ounce
!
1 Kilogram = 2.20462 pounds ! 1 pound
!
1 centimeter = 0.39370 inch,
1 meter
1 so. can*
! 1 cu. cm.
=
-5.280833 feet
1 inch*
1 foot
!
= .15500 sq. in. ! 1 sq. in.
I
- 0,063.02 cu. in. ! 1 cu. in.
1 cu. meter =3 5.31445 cu. ft.
1 cu. meter = 1.30794 cu. yds
.
1 cu. ft.
1 cu. yd.
-28.34953 grams
= 0.4535924277 kg.
= 2.54001 centimeters
= 0.304801 meter
= 6.45163 sq. cm.
=16.38716 cu. cm.
0.02832 cu. meter
» 0.764 56 cu. meter
*1 inch - 25 millimeters + 1/64 inch.
TABLE XII.
COAVERSION OF FAHRENHEIT ^0 CENTIGRADE DEGREES.
Fahrenheit
j
Centigrade jjFahrenhei t
J
Centigrade IjFahrenheit Centigrade
0°
5
10
15
20
25
32
35
- 17.7'
- 15.0
- 1 9 9
9.4
6.6
- 3.8
1.9
0.0
1.6
40°
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
4.4°
7.2
10.0
12.7
15.5
18.3
21.1
23.8
80°
85
90
9 5
1^0
105
110
115
26.6°
29 . 4
32.2
35.0
37.7
40.5
43.3
46.1
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TABLE XIII.
COHVERSIOH OF CBHTTftRAUE TO PAiSQSEEEIT DEGREES.
! ! !! ! !! ! !
! Centigrade! Pahrenhei t HCentio-rade ! Fahrenheit HCent i^rade ! Fahrenheit
!
j!!!!!!!!
j
i
I
I
!
]
I
i
ii
!! ]
-
10° 14° !!
!!
10° 50° !!
|!
30° 86°
- 5 23 !!
!•
15 !
"
i
59 |!
!!
35 95
32 !!
ii
20 i
1
68 I!
I!
40 104
5 41 !! 25 1 77 ?! 45 113
TABLE XIV.
PRESSURE PER SQUARE CENTIMETER OK CEMEUTATION BRIQUETTES
FOR DIFFERENT POSITIONS OF THE POISE.
!
Position
of
Poise
Load on Plunder
lue to
Bar*
kfrs
.
P-ue to
Poise+
kff s .
Total
,
10 ! 88.85 ! 260.92 !
! !
349.78
15 ! S8.85 ! 354.11 !
! !
! 4 47.30 !
442.96
20 ! 88.85 536.15
25 ! 88'. 85 ! 540 . 49 ! 629.34
Pressure
per Sq. Cm. on
Plunder*
k?rs
.
71 .26
90.24
109.22
128.21
*Area of plunger = 4.9087 square centimeters.
•Weight of bar 20.735 kilograms.
tWeig&t of poise = 74.55 kilograms.
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TABLE XV.
MOHS SCALE
FOR DETERMINING THE HARDNESS OF UIHERALS.
Talc 1 Feldspar 6
Gypsum 2 Quartz 7
Calcite 3 Topaz 8
Fluorite 4 Corundum 9
Apetite 5 Diamond 10
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